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Introduction



Majorana Fermions

a. What are Majorana fermions?

b. How to realize them in condensed matter physics?

c. What are the devices synthesized until now, and their drawbacks?



The first mention of Majorana Particles

1937

Ettore Majorana

Majorana, E. (1937) Il Nuovo Cimento, 5, 171-184. 



The first mention of Majorana Particles

1937

Ettore Majorona

The antiparticle of a Dirac particle is different.

The antiparticle of a Majorana particle is same.



Properties of the Majorana operators

1937

Ettore Majorana

Mathematically:
If a is some operator of Majorana particle then:

Majorana operators in terms of the fermion operators



Until now no fundamental particle has this property !

1937

Ettore Majorana

Majorana intended this idea for application in particle physics, especially, 
he proposed neutrinos to be its own antiparticle. However, until now 
experimentally it is not found. Supersymmetric theories proposes that, 
bosonic particles like photons might be Majorana particles.

However !!!



Fundamental excitation in condensed matter physics gives 
a way out !

1937

Ettore Majorana

However !!!
In condensed matter physics interaction induced excitations 
can be thought as particle, hence, ingenious combination of 
symmetries and excitations can give rise to Majorana 
particles. Defects can also supports Majorana particles.



Majorana zero-modes (MZM) in 1D systems

2001

Alexei Kitaev

 Kitaev A Y, Phys.–Usp. 
(44) 131, 2001

2010

Yuval Oreg

Yuval Oreg et. al.,Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 105, 177002

2010

Sankar Das Sarma

Roman M. Lutchyn et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 
105, 077001

Jay D. Sau

A chain of atoms with 
p-wave superconducting 
gap

Showed a nanowire with 
spin-orbit and zeeman 
coupling develops MZM

Proposed working device concept with 
semiconductor (InAs) which has strong  
spin-orbit coupling



Kitaev toy model2001

Alexei Kitaev

It was shown that, Majorana zero modes may appear in the 1D wire with p-wave superconducting order 
parameter.



Kitaev toy model2001

Alexei Kitaev



Kitaev toy model2001

Alexei Kitaev



Kitaev toy model

Alexei Kitaev



Kitaev toy model



Sankar Das Sarma

Roman M. Lutchyn et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 077001

Jay D. Sau

Three ingredients are necessary:

1. Strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling
2. Broken time reversal symmetry
3. s-wave superconductors

Yuval Oreg et. al.,Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 177002



Microsoft Azure device

The building blocks of quantum computer



The main problems in superconductor-semiconductor 
Heterostructures

● Use of magnetic field, which might destroy the s-wave superconductivity
● Strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling, so that for small magnetic field a large 

superocnducting gap is opened
● Low superconducting transition temperature of s-wave superconductors



Our Proposal



We consider a 1D nanowire with strong correlation on the extended s-wave 
superconductor.

Coulomb interaction is much higher 
than the kinetic energy of the electrons

Extended s-wave superconductors have
Momentum dependent superconducting gap

The System



How our system is different from previously proposed 
systems?

Our Proposal
Jay D. Sau et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 040502



The Hamiltonian of the whole system

The total Hamiltonian of the system contains:

1. Hamiltonian of the 1D nanowire

2. Hamiltonian of the substrate superconductor



Due to proximity effect superconductivity will also be induced in the nano 
wire. 

Both Andreev reflection and coherent propagation of the superconducting 
pairs are responsible for induced superconductivity.

We assume superconducting coherence length is of same order as the 
radius of the wire (                     ).

Coherent propagation Andreev Reflection

Proximity induced superconducting in wire



The Hamiltonian of the wire

The Hamitonian of the wire contains four terms:
1. The kinetic energy term
2. The superconducting term with extended s-wave order parameters
3. The Rashba spin orbit term (just for generality, although, not necessary)
4. The chemical potential term



Due to strong correlation X operators will be used

1D nano wire with strong electron-electron coulomb repulsion (                 ).

In this case the Hamiltonian will be represented by the             operators. It is the 

transition of the electrons from state        to 

If         is the usual electron operator, and                                is the electron 
number operator, then: 



The Kinetic energy term



The Rashba Spin-orbit coupling



The Superconducting term



The Total Hamiltonian



Fractionalization of the electrons



How to solve the Hamiltonian???

Through Fractionalization of the electrons



Fractionalization of the electrons

Bosonic or Particle Sector

Fermionic or Spin Sector



su(2|1) coherent state symbols of X operators



Hamiltonian in terms of the Coherent state symbols



Hamiltonian in terms of the Coherent state symbols



Hamiltonian in terms of the Coherent state symbols



Hamiltonian in terms of the Coherent state symbols



Hamiltonian in terms of the Coherent state symbols



Results



Spin spiral (helical) texture



Schematic of system with spiral spin structures



Spin spiral (helical) texture in experiments



Spin spiral (helical) texture in experiments



Spin spiral (helical) texture in experiments



Spin spiral (helical) texture in experiments



Hamiltonian for spiral spin texture 



Hamiltonian for spiral spin texture 



Constant angle between spin and without Rashba

For Constant change in angle between neighboring spin

Without Rashba spin orbit coupling, the Hamiltonian will be:



The resulting Ham. is analogous to Kitaev Ham.

Our Hamiltonian

Original Kitaev Hamiltonian



The resulting Ham. is analogous to Kitaev Ham.
Our Hamiltonian

Original Kitaev Hamiltonian

The only difference is the 
parametrized hopping 

and parametrized 
superconducting gap 



Condition for topological phase

Our Hamiltonian

Condition for topological phase



Dependence of topological phase on angle



Energy dispersion relation



Dependence of Free energy of system on chemical potential 
and angle, while superconducting gap is constant 



Dependence of Free energy of system on superconducting gap 
and angle, while chemical potential is constant 



The Phase diagram of the parameters: chemical potential, 
superconducting gap and spin rotation angle



Hamiltonian with Rashba

The hopping term has an oscillating character in the 
presence of Rashba



Topological properties with Rashba

The effect of Rashba is to decrease the parameter space for topological phase in the 
phase of chemical potential and hopping factors.



Rashba decreases the parameter space for topological 
phase



Proposed Experiments and Devices



Tunneling Experiments: thermodynamically induced spin 
texture



Tunneling Experiments: externally induced spin texture



Tunneling Experiments:Materials

Heavy Fermion compounds
Transition Metal compounds
Transition metal dichalcognides

Iron based superconductors

vdW and 2D magnetic materials



Simple Device configuration



Conclusions

1. It was shown that Majorana zero modes (MZM) can appear in the strongly 
correlated wires without magnetic field.

2. Presences of the Rashba spin orbit decreases the area of the parameter space 
for topological phase. Hence, for strongly correlated wire Rashba spin orbit is 
not necessary. On the other hand in the usual semiconductor Majorona devices 
Rashba spin orbit was the necessary ingredient.

3. We show that for suitable values of chemical potential (\mu) and 
superconducting gap (\Delta) the system has lowest energy for angles not 
equal to zeros (Ferromagnetic) of pi (Anti ferromagnetic).

4. We have proposed a tunneling experiment and device design for initial 
experiments involving strongly correlated nano wires.



Appendix



The Hamiltonian of the wire
Due to proximity effect superconductivity will also be induced in the nano 
wire. 

Both Andreev reflection and coherent propagation of the superconducting 
pairs are responsible for induced superconductivity.

We assume superconducting coherence length is of same order as the 
radius of the wire (                     ).

Coherent propagation Andreev Reflection



Fermions, Bosons and Anyons in 2D!

In 2D exchange of two particles will 
give the wave function an arbitrary 
phase factor. However, in 3D this 
phase factor can only be 0 or \Pi.

Frank Wilczek





The first mention of Majorona Fermions

1937

Ettore Majorona

Majorona intended this idea for application in particle physics, especially, 
he proposed neutrinos to be its own antiparticle. However, until now 
experimentally it is not found. Supersymmetric theories proposes that, 
bosonic particles like photons might be Majorona particles.

However !!!
In condensed matter physics interaction induced excitations 
can be thought as particle, hence, ingenious combination of 
symmetries and excitations can give rise to Majorona 
particles.



The first mention of Majorona Fermions

1937

Ettore Majorona

Predicted that some particles may constitute their 
own particles.

Mathematically:
If a is some operator of Majorona particle then:

Majorana, E. (1937) Il Nuovo Cimento, 5, 171-184. 

Majorona intended this idea for application in particle physics, especially, 
he proposed neutrinos to be its own antiparticle. However, until now 
experimentally it is not found. Supersymmetric theories proposes that, 
bosonic particles like photons might be Majorona particles.



The main results

The System

We consider a 1D nanowire with strong correlation on the extended s-wave 
superconductor.

The Results

1. Majorona Fermions can appear without:
a. Magnetic field
b. Rashba spin orbit interactions

2. Gives another parameter, the change in spin projection, to control the 
topological phase in the system.



The main results

The System

We consider a 1D nanowire with strong correlation on the extended s-wave 
superconductor.

The Results

1. Majorona Fermions can appear without:
a. Magnetic field
b. Rashba spin orbit interactions

2. Gives another parameter, the change in spin projection, to control the 
topological phase in the system.

3. Proposal of synthesizing new devices, with less demanding material 
parameters.



Majorona zero-modes (MZM) in 2D systems
1999

G. E. Volovik

G. E. Volovik,JETP 
Letters,70,609–614 

2008

Liang Fu

Liang Fu and C. L. Kane, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
100, 096407

2010

Jay D. Sau

Jay D. Sau et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 
104, 040502

Charles Kane

Sankar Das 
Sarma
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060510

Lee P A 2009, arXiv:0907.2681

2D Majorana devices based on ferromagnetic 
materials (FM)



Cook A and Franz M 2011 Phys. Rev. B 84 
201105
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2010 Phys.Rev.Lett. 105 077001
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The main result
In our proposed system the Majorana Fermions can appear without:

a. Magnetic field
b. Rashba spin orbit interactions



Processes of proximity induced superconductivity

Both Andreev reflection and coherent propagation of the superconducting 
pairs are responsible for induced superconductivity.

Coherent propagation Andreev Reflection



Due to proximity effect superconductivity will also be induced in the nano 
wire. 

We assume superconducting coherence length is of same order as the 
radius of the wire (                     ).

Proximity induced superconducting in wire




